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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of compensating for vari�
able recording conditions such as changes in illumination�
scale di�erences� varying face position� It is well known
that the performance of any face authentication� recog�
nition algorithm deteriorates signi�cantly in the presence
of the aforementioned conditions as well as the expression
variations� The use of simple and powerful pre�processing
techniques aiming at compensating for variable recording
conditions prior to the application of any authentication al�
gorithm is proposed� It is shown that such an approach
overcomes indeed the image variations and guarantees an
almost stable performance for the Morphological Dynamic
Link Architecture developed within the European research
project M�VTS�

	� INTRODUCTION

The interest and the research activities in automatic face
recognition have increased signi�cantly over the past few
years� This growth is mainly driven by application de�
mands� such as identi�cation for law enforcement and au�
thentication for remote banking and access�control applica�
tions� A recent survey on face recognition can be found in

	��

A comparative study has been performed for three well
known face recognition techniques� namely� the eigenfaces�
the auto�association and classi�cation neural networks� and
the elastic graph matching in 
��� It has been found that the
eigenfaces work well when the face images have relatively
small lighting and moderate expression variations� Their
performance deteriorates signi�cantly as lighting variation
increases� On the contrary� elastic graph matching �EGM
is found relatively insensitive to variations in lighting� face
position and expressions� Zhang et al� attributed the ro�
bustness of EGM to the use of Gabor �lters and to the
rigid and deformable matching stages of the recognition al�
gorithm� Furthermore� they reported that the performance
of the neural networks they considered is upper bounded by
that of the eigenface approach� In the closely related work

��� Adini et al� presented an empirical study that evaluates

This work was carried out within the framework of Euro�
pean ACTS project �Multi�modal Veri�cation Techniques for
Tele�services and Security Applications� �M�VTS�	

the sensitivity of several image representations �e�g� edge
maps� directional and non�directional derivatives of Gaus�
sian �lters� images convolved by ��D Gabor�like �lters in
changes of the illumination conditions� It has been found
that all the aforementioned image representations are insuf�
�cient to overcome variations due to changes in illumination
direction� view�point and expressions�

Within the framework of EU�ACTS project M�VTS
several frontal�face authentication algorithms have been de�
veloped� Among others the morphological dynamic link ar�
chitecture �MDLA and the morphological signal decompo�
sition � dynamic link architecture 
�� ��� the elastic graph
matching �residual matching and local discriminants 
���
the optimized robust correlation 
�� are mentioned� Their
performance has been assessed with respect to their receiver
operating characteristics �ROCs on two databases� i�e�� the
M�VTS database ��� persons in � shots 
�� and the ex�
tended M�VTS ���� persons in � shots 
��� A scalar �g�
ure of merit that can be determined from a ROC is the
Equal Error Rate �EER� For example MDLA has achieved
an EER of ��� � on M�VTS database� when discrimina�
tory power coe�cients were employed 
�� and ����������
on the extended M�VTS database�� respectively� However�
both databases have been collected in a controlled envi�
ronment� i�e�� face size and position are constant� uniform
lighting is obtained by spotlight� facial expression is neu�
tral etc� Motivated by 
�� ��� it is interesting to test the
performance of the MDLA on a database recorded under
conditions that simulate a real access�control to a build�
ing system or a tele�banking application� Towards this
goal� a small database is collected under �real conditions�
by MATRA NORTEL Communications �shortly MATRA�
NORTEL database� Several sources of degradation are
included in the database� such as� varying face size �i�e��
scale di�erences� varying face position� changes in lighting
and expression variations� Instead of searching for a robust
image representation or a robust veri�cation algorithm� the
use of simple and powerful pre�processing techniques aim�
ing at compensating for the aforementioned variations be�
tween the reference and the test images is proposed� Any
authentication algorithm can be applied afterwards� In this
paper� it is shown that such an approach overcomes indeed
the image variations and guarantees an almost stable per�

�
��� client claims and 
��� impostor claims	
���� client claims and ������� impostor claims	



formance for the MDLA� Similar results are expected for
the other authentication algorithms developed within the
M�VTS project as well�

The paper reports results on face veri�cation and there�
fore it complements the previously reported works 
�� ���
Its outline is as follows� Section � describes the problems
that occur in �eld tests performed under real conditions
and the MATRANORTEL database� Section � presents
the proposed face normalization technique� Experimental
results that quantify the success of the proposed technique
are included in Section � as well� Conclusions are drawn in
Section ��

�� PROBLEMS OCCURRED IN FIELD TESTS
PERFORMED UNDER REAL CONDITIONS

The evaluation of any authentication algorithm on a data�
base collected under optimal conditions is inadequate when
the algorithm is to be integrated in a platform for commer�
cial exploitation� In such a case� it is of outmost importance
to evaluate the veri�cation performance of the algorithm on
�eld tests� This is the case of MATRANORTEL database�
Although the experiments reported in this paper have been
conducted on �	 persons� the size of the database progres�
sively increases ��	 persons are currently included in the
database� Several sources of degradation are modeled in
the database�
�a Face size and position� In practice it is very di�cult
to control the position of the subject with respect to the
camera�
�b Changes in illumination� If a spotlight is not used� light�
ing variations occur� For example close to a window� the
lighting depends strongly on the day�time and the weather�
�c Facial expressions� In practice it is almost impossible to
control the mood of the subject� The smile causes probably
the largest variation of facial expressions�
In addition to images belonging to the just�mentioned cases�
the database contains one set of training images �	 image
per person and one set of test images �� images per per�
son recorded under �optimal� conditions� That is� a uni�
form white background exists in the images� uniform light�
ing conditions are used� the face is of neutral expression
and is located at the center of the image� All the images
in the database are recorded in ��� grey levels and they
are of dimensions 	�� � 	��� Samples images from MA�
TRANORTEL database before normalization are shown in
Figure 	�a�

A set of �eld tests has been implemented so that the
performance of three authentication algorithms developed
within the M�VTS research project is correlated to each
degradation source� More speci�cally� ��	 impostor claims
and another �	 client claims have been tested under each
degradation source� In addition to these claims� ��	 im�
postor claims and �� client claims have been tested under
the just�mentioned �optimal� conditions� This is tanta�
mount to ����� impostor claims and 		� client claims in
total� The �rst column in Table 	 summarizes the perfor�
mance of MDLA for each source of degradation separately
and in the general case that encompasses all varying condi�
tions� From the inspection of the �rst column in Table 	�
it becomes evident that the performance of the algorithm

depends on the variable recording conditions� To alleviate
such a dependency� a compensation for the di�erent condi�
tions is needed� To do so� the use of simple and powerful
face normalization technique prior to the application of any
authentication algorithm is proposed in Section ��

�� FACE NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUE

The proposed technique is based on the detection of the
facial region in the image and its splitting in two segments�
the left segment and the right one� We assume that� �	
the background of the images is uniform� and �� one only
person appears in the scene� The technique is comprised of
the following steps�

Step 	� Discard the uniform background by using a
region growing grass��re algorithm�

Step �� Fit an ellipse to the facial region� Determine
the near vertical semimajor axis length and the
near horizontal semiminor axis length� Com�
pensate for a rotation of the ellipse by �nding
its orientation�

Step �� Split the elliptical facial region in two seg�
ments �left and right by taking into account
the symmetry about the vertical major axis of
the ellipse�

Step �� Apply a K�means clustering in each segment
aiming at relating one speci�c cluster to the
skin�like area�

Step �� Fit an ellipse to the union of left and right
clusters that are related to the skin�like areas�

In addition to the utility of the just�described technique in
detecting the facial area in the image� the technique pro�
vides� �i an estimate of the face center that can be used
in compensating for face translations� and �ii estimates of
the face height and width which are related to the length
of the major and minor axes� respectively�

��	� Face detection by ellipse �tting

The oval shape of a face can be approximated by an ellipse�
Therefore� the detection of the facial area in an image can
be performed by detecting an object of elliptical shape� To
do so� �rst we have to discard the image background by
using a region growing grass��re algorithm applied after
edge detection� Accordingly� the image is segmented into
two regions one of which contains the facial region and the
other contains the background�

The next step is to model the face�like region by an
ellipse using moment�based features 
	��� Let us denote the
face�like area by C and the best��t ellipse by E� An ellipse
is de�ned by its center �x�� y�� its orientation � and the
length a and b of its semimajor and semiminor axes� The
center of the ellipse is estimated by the center of mass of
the region C� The orientation of the ellipse is computed by
determining the angle between the axis of the least moment
of inertia and the horizontal axis of the coordinating system�
i�e��
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Figure 	� Sample images from MATRANORTEL database �a before �b after normalization�

where �i�j denotes the �i� j�central moment of the region
C� The length of the semimajor axis a and the length of the
semiminor axis b can be computed by evaluating the least
and the greatest moments of inertia� The least and the
greatest moments of inertia of an ellipse with orientation ��
Imin and Imax� are given by�

Imin �
X

�x�y��C


�y � y� cos � � �x� x� sin ��
� ��

Imax �
X

�x�y��C


�y � y� sin � � �x� x� cos ��
� ��

where x� y denote the horizontal and vertical coordinate of
a pixel� Accordingly� a and b are given by�

a �
�
�

�

� �

�

�
�Imax

�

Imin

� �

�

� b �
�
�

�

� �

�

�
�Imin

�

Imax

� �

�

��

respectively� The objective is to �nd the ellipse which mod�
els better the given region� The objective is satis�ed by
iteratively maximizing the measure�

M �
X

�x�y��E�C

	�
X

�x�y��E�Cc

	 ��

where Cc denotes the complement of the region C �back�
ground� The maximization of the above measure corre�
sponds to the maximization of the number of correctly mod�
eled pixels �i�e�� �x� y � E�C and the minimization of the
number of incorrectly modeled pixels �i�e�� �x� y � E�Cc�
In each step of the algorithm the region C is modi�ed to
be the intersection between the ellipse E and the region
C of the previous step� The parameters of the ellipse are
recomputed and the measure M is re�evaluated� The pro�
cedure is repeated until a maximum for the measure M is
reached� By using this iterative algorithm the ellipse �tting
becomes more robust to noise� i�e�� to pixels that correspond
to clothes� hair� etc�

The �rst ellipse that is determined is a coarse approxi�
mation of the facial area� because the hair and maybe parts
of the clothes are included in it� To overcome this prob�
lem the ellipse is subdivided into its left and right segments
with respect to the vertical axis� The next step is to apply
a clustering algorithm to each segment of the ellipse� sepa�
rately� By choosing K��� a K�means algorithm hopefully
succeeds to relate the skin�like areas with a single cluster
in each segment� The union of clusters in the left and right
segment that correspond to skin�like areas is modeled by
an ellipse using the algorithm described above� The latter
ellipse is the best��t ellipse we searched for�

���� Lighting normalization

Let us compute the mean intensity of the pixel values that
belong to each segment� Changes in illumination usually
result in a face the left segment of which is darker than the
right one or vice versa� Moreover� we assume that the il�
lumination conditions inside the left and right segment are
uniform� To compensate for the aforementioned e�ect� the
mean intensities of both face segments should be equalized�
Let mL�mR be the mean intensity values in the left and
the right segment� respectively� The initial image I�x� y is
transformed so that the left and right segments of the nor�
malized image which is obtained� IN �x� y� have the same
�desired mean intensity Id�

IN �x� y � Id

�
�
mR

�
�
mL

	 � exp�x��x
�


�

	

mL

�
I�x� y ��

where � simply controls the slope of the sigmoidal func�
tion that appears in the denominator of the �rst fractional
term inside parentheses� Let L be the image region in
which exp�x��x

�
�� and R be the image region in which

exp�x��x
�

 � �� These regions correspond to the left and
the right segments of the best��t ellipse modeling the face�
respectively� It can be easily proven that�

E
IN �x� y� �x� y � L� � E
IN�x� y� �x� y � R� � Id ��

which satis�es our objective�

���� Face position and size

Varying face position and size are easily compensated for
if the face is accurately approximated by an ellipse� The
problem of varying face position can be solved by translat�
ing the initial image so that the center of the ellipse coin�
cides with the image plane center� The width of the face
can be approximated by the length of the minor axis �b�
Similarly� the height of the face can be approximated by
the major axis length �a� Size �i�e�� scale normalization
can be achieved by resizing the image with a horizontal
scale factor Wd

�b
and a vertical scale factor Hd

�a
� where Wd

and Hd are the desired width and height of the normalized
face� respectively� Image resizing has been achieved by lin�
ear interpolation� Examples of normalized face images from
MATRANORTEL database are shown in Figure 	�b�

���� Impact on the veri�cation performance of MDLA

In this paper we report the success of the face normaliza�
tion technique when it is used prior to MDLA on MATRA�
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Figure �� ROC curves of MDLA with and without employing face normalization on MATRANORTEL database�

NORTEL database� The ROCs of MDLA with and with�
out the face normalization technique for three degradation
sources� namely� changes in lighting� varying face size and
position� are plotted in Figure �� In each subplot� �rst
the ROC without applying the proposed face normalization
technique is given� The ROC� when we compensate for the
speci�c source of degradation� is plotted next� Finally� the
ROC when we compensate for the three sources of degrada�
tion simultaneously is also shown� The gain in EER when
the proposed face normalization technique is employed is
shown in Table 	 for all degradation sources as well as in
the general case� A signi�cant drop of ���� in EER �which
amounts to a �� � relative drop is achieved in the general
case which includes images recorded under any conditions�

Table 	� EERs achieved on MATRANORTEL database for
MDLA

Conditions Initial Normalized
EER �� EER ��

Optimal 	� ���
lighting �� 	�
face size �� 	�
face position �� 	�
expressions 	� 	�
general �� 	���

�� CONCLUSIONS

A face normalization method that succeeds to compensate
for lighting changes� varying face size and position has been
proposed� It guarantees an almost stable veri�cation per�
formance of MDLA in �eld tests under any recording condi�
tions� As a by�product� facial expressions are compensated
for as well� The utility of the method when it is used prior to
other authentication algorithms developed within M�VTS
is subject of ongoing research�
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